4 The Power of Fear
Fear is the emotional power

Interpretation:
we are afraid of most. Stress,
Element:
nervousness, anxiety, edginess,
Purpose:
and sleeplessness are some of Shadow:
the many manifestations of Power:

“This is terrible.”
Earth
Creativity
Paralysis
Creativity

our disturbed relationship to
fear. Fear is a feeling we rarely consider desirable. Fear means
boundary; fear means limitation; fear means not knowing how to go on.
Fear corresponds to the element earth. Like a rock wall or a mountain, it
rises before us and confronts us with a dead end!
Fear is a dark and mysterious power, — one that only opens up to us
when we enter into it. Fear is like death. Through it we die and are
reborn, just as our body is digested by the earth after death and is born
through it anew. We know neither how nor in what form this process
happens, however, and we have no way of controlling it either. Like
death, fear is a threshold which separates the known from the
unknown. But fear is also the power that can carry us over this
threshold. Because if we can neither change nor accept what we are
facing, something entirely new must happen. All we can do is change
our form. Energy is never lost; it is simply converted into a different
state. Fear is the power that leads us beyond our present form and into
the dark lap of creation, out of which we can be born anew.
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Fear from a Social Perspective
Much in our society is designed to avoid fear. Such things as health
insurance and rental contracts, the legal system and marriage, safety
regulations and welfare programs are all primarily designed to make us
feel safe. These things are meant to placate and tame our fear — to make
it reasonably controllable. To put it boldly, one could claim that our
entire civilization is dictated by one huge, fear-avoiding strategy.
It is quite surprising that fears pose a much greater problem in our
society than they do in many others. Fear of death, fear of failure, fear of
school, fear of examinations, fear of abandonment — to mention a few
— seem to constantly be on the rise. They seem to increase despite the
fact that our security systems have become increasingly sophisticated,
allegedly helping us to screen out our fears effectively. It seems like the
safer we are, the more fearful we become. How can this be?

The Mistaken Nature of Fear
Fear is a signal for the unknown. If fear were only a signal for danger, it
would become significantly smaller with increasing safety. We would
live free of fear, as the glossy advertisements of any number of
insurance companies would gladly have us believe. Take out some
disability insurance combined with term life insurance and a bit of
personal liability insurance — and you’ll be safe and sound!
Increased security may reduce the danger in our lives, but it will
certainly not succeed in decreasing the realm of the unknown. On the
contrary, the more we insure our safety, the larger the realm of the
unknown is bound to be — and with it, the realm of fear.
If we are unwilling to experience our fear as something other than
“terrible,” we cannot leave known territory. We are caught in the
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confines of the world familiar to us. We are like European sailors in preColumbus times. Their scope was strongly limited by their convictions
and their ignorance. After all this time, Columbus is still considered a
hero despite his numerous failures and shortcomings, because he had
the courage to face his fear and sail beyond the boundaries of the
known — into the unknown.

“How Terrible!”
I create fear through the interpretation that something is “terrible.”
I interpret something as terrible if don’t know how to live with it, if I
don’t know how I need to be in order to be able to face it. This is how
fear clearly distinguishes itself from the interpretations wrong and
unfortunate. Wrong means that I can change something, while unfortunate
means that I can or must accept it. If there is something I simply cannot
accept without knowing of any way to change it, I interpret it as terrible.

Fear as a Power
Considering this is a feeling so frequently regarded as negative, it seems
particularly surprising to have it be referred to as a power. In light of
the amount of fear most of us carry around with us, you would think
we are all Supermen. But why does fear paralyze us? Why do we so
rarely recognize it as the natural power it actually is?
Fear has to do with boundaries. Fear means leaving known territory.
When considered objectively, fear is the epitome of excitement and
adventure. We have lost our appreciation for the unknown because we
equate it with danger, however. Our natural desire for the new and the
unknown has gradually been supplanted by a security-oriented mindset and compensated for by consumerism.
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In his book Satisfaction — the Science of Finding True Fulfillment,
Gregory Berns, a neuroscientist and professor of psychiatry and
behavioral research at Emory University in Atlanta, investigates what
really satisfies us as human beings. His conclusion is that only the new
truly satisfies us. He describes how the level of dopamine, a transmitter
in the brain, rises when we are confronted with something new. Depending
on whether this new thing is threatening or not, dopamine will either
trigger our fight-or-flight response or produce spontaneous joy and longlasting satisfaction.
In light of this study, it seems reasonable that with increasing security
and a decreasing willingness to subject ourselves to potentially scary
situations, we also become more and more dissatisfied. We want adventure,
but we want it well-controlled. We
want the unknown, but only if we can
be sure ahead of time that we will like
it. Our troubled relationship with fear

We need fear to
•

Be creative

•

Find solutions and possible
paths if none are known to

keeps us from experiencing true
satisfaction. But as a power, fear
allows us to experience fulfillment in
every moment, if through nothing else
but the unpredictability of small

us
•

Find our life purpose

•

Truly live

•

Be able to love
unconditionally

things!
Most people do not know fear as a
power. They are only acquainted
with the defense mechanisms of a
system which strives to avoid fear at
all costs. They feel their body contract,
their breath stop, and a feeling of
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•

Experience adventure

•

Face uncertainty and remain
open to the mysterious

•

Go beyond boundaries and
grow beyond ourselves

•

Evolve

paralysis spread throughout their entire system. This is hailed as a
power? Yes. To experience this strength, we need the courage and
willingness to enter into unknown realms. Then we experience it as an
explosive power which shifts boundaries. We experience it as a current
which not only enables us to perceive the threshold to the unknown,
but which also carries us across it and into a new realm. Through it we
expand our comfort zone, our radius and our scope of action. In this
way, possibilities reveal themselves which were not available before
because they lay beyond the borders of what we knew. Through them
we rise above ourselves and develop in a measure hardly possibly
through any other power. And we need it to be able to love
unconditionally – for after all, who knows which character traits our
counterpart will exhibit tomorrow? If I am on good terms with the
power of fear within me, I know I will be able to deal with them,
whatever they might be.
Like anger and sadness, fear accompanies large and small things.
Fear is the tiny moment of apprehension which I experience before
approaching an unknown person on the street to ask for directions.
How will he react? What kind of a person is he? Will I be rejected in
my need? Fear is also the stage fright you get before a large
performance which makes you feel like every cell in your body is
vibrating, putting you into a state of utmost attention. What will
happen when I go on stage? Who are the people who will be watching
me? How will they respond to what I have to share? And the power of
fear is also at work when I am confronted with something completely
unknown. How will I pay my rent at the end of the month? What will
the outcome of the medical exam be? What will my life look like
afterwards? And of course it plays a role in the encounter with the
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absolute mystery which we all face sooner or later — death. What
awaits us? Will it really be the end of everything? Are my beliefs right?
Will it hurt? The power of fear helps us deal with these situations,
helps us face them. It carries us over the threshold into the realm
beyond which awaits us.

Good Feeling, Bad Feeling?
Fear is neither a good nor a bad power. As with any other power, it can
serve or hinder us, depending on whether we know how to utilize it. In
its shadowy expression, fear is paralyzing. Rather than carry us over the
threshold to the unknown, it makes our blood run cold, prompting us to
flee from life. It is like with the other feelings; whether we succeed in
utilizing fear as a power or get caught up in its shadow depends on its
drive and direction. This topic will be addressed later on.

When We Lack the Power of Fear
The consequences of lacking the power of fear can be seen in
individuals who are not only devoid of the willingness to create fear,
but who are also incapable of doing so. Antonio Damasio, an
internationally renowned neurobiologist specialized in the field of
emotional research, has spent years exploring the phenomenon that
certain areas of brain damage can lead to the inability to produce
specific feelings. If, for instance, the amygdale — part of the limbic
system — is damaged by a tumor, the person may lose his ability to feel
fear. He will no longer be able to even recognize the expression of this
feeling on another person’s face, even though he will have absolutely no
difficulty perceiving other feelings, such as joy or sadness.
Damasio describes the challenges of living without fear as follows:
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One of my patients was of normal intelligence and inconspicuous in
her daily life. But she could not experience fear. She quickly made
contact, also with men. She had an extremely positive attitude
towards everyone she met; she didn’t know suspicion. Instead of
learning from bad experiences, she kept meeting people without
caution and kept falling for shifty guys. So this emotional blackout
had a negative impact on her social skills. (Grolle, 2003)

If we lack this power in our system because we refuse to create or feel it,
and not because we have an organic deficit, we also lack an authentic
perception of our limitations. We wallow in omnipotent fantasies or
pretend that everything is always going well for us. We pretend to be
invulnerable and are not receptive to the signals inside of us that say
“Enough now, this is the limit. You cannot go further than this; this is
too much for you.” The feelings of joy, of purpose, of composure and
confidence which we may demonstrate to the outside world will lack
depth and authenticity. They will have a stale aftertaste, like the vapid
beauty of a Barbie doll, or Rambo’s attitude of invincibility. But most
particularly, by refusing to acknowledge our fear we lack a certain
vitality that allows us to grow and be creative. If there is no situation
that seems inexorable, terrible, or unsolvable to us, we have no genuine
impulse for change. Our definition of who we are remains static because
it isn’t affected by our environment. We are stuck and, like Damasio’s
patient, we have no way of learning from our mistakes.

When We Create Too Much Fear
When we refuse to be afraid, we block out our natural boundaries and act
as if they don’t exist. Often, we are painfully aware of the existence of
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We cannot escape the fear of fear. The very attempt to do so
generates yet another fear: the fear of the fear of the fear. To break
through this cycle, we must encounter fear consciously — fear itself, the
fear of fear, or even the fear of fear of fear. It is always the same power
which invites us to experience the new and enter the unknown. The
realization that we are running away from the unknown is important. It
is also important to open ourselves up to the possibility that the
attempts to escape are what exhaust us, not fear itself.

Beyond Fear
Our fear invites us to move beyond the boundaries of the known, to
enter new territory and to embark on a journey with an unknown
course. What allows us access to this territory is precisely the evoked
power of fear. If we are uncomfortable with this power, it runs our life
from the realm of the subconscious. Only when we are ready to allow
this power to emerge and are willing to face it can we utilize it to
transcend our limitations. Then we can recognize that all is as it should
be, including our fear. The possibility for unconditional joy opens up.
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Excerpted from:
The Power of Feelings
A Practical Guide to Emotional Intelligence
by Vivian Dittmar
Your Feelings determine who you are and how you live
your life. Like most people, you probably spend a lot of
time and money trying to create or avoid certain
feelings. In order to liberate the true power of your
feelings, you need to understand their real purpose.
They are the keys to your emotional potential and
intelligence.
“The Power of Feelings: A Practical Guide to
Emotional Intelligence is an easy read while also being
one of those life changing instructional guides that only
come along perhaps once in a generation.” - Midwest
Book Review
edition est, 199 pages
ISBN 978-3-940773-16-6
ebook ISBN 978-3-940773-61-6

Order book
Access the Power of Fear
Free Audio Journey to support you
In this guided audio journey, Vivian Dittmar, author of
The Power of Feelings, accompanies you to accessing
the power of fear. She shows you, how by being fully
present with fear in whatever form and then relaxing
into it, the power of fear becomes your ally to meeting
the unknown. This enables you to tap into the vast
potential that is available to you in each moment you
are fully present. This audio journey is accompanied
with beautiful music by Omer Gonen-Haela.

Click here for your
free audio journey to
access the power of fear.
www.viviandittmar.com

